Exhibition view in Absolute Art Gallery, Kustlaan Knokke with two works by Zhuang Hong Yi

Art as a vehicle of emotions
Absolute Art Gallery is first and foremost a family affair. It is the story of a father, the late Yvan De Backer,
and his two sons, Yoeri and Miguel, art lovers and
connoisseurs.
In search of authenticity and originality, giving priority
to professionalism, hard work and relations of trust
and confidence, Absolute Art Gallery today works
with some forty internationally renowned artists of
different nationalities, from different worlds and horizons, each of which represents a history, a culture,
a soul. Their works are exposed in the four Absolute
Art galleries - two in Knokke, one in Bruges and one
in Brussels - as a sort of compendium teeming with
sensations and emotions. Irrespective of their theme,
the artists of Absolute Art Gallery are encouraged to
create with modern techniques in an essentially con-

temporary language. Paintings, figurative and abstract
work, photography, sculptures and bas-relief make
part of the collection.
Nearing its 20 years of existence, Absolute Art Gallery has time and again proved its capacity to initiate
and cultivate fruitful cooperation in the long term.
The absolute involvement of Yoeri and Miguel, as well
as that of their employees, goes far beyond a purely
commercial aspect. The criterion they apply when coming into contact with an artist and his work is based
first on personal perceptions.
“We first take a look and assess the quality of the
work according to our own outlook. The heart and
the gut are the first to speak. Would we want to see
this work, be moved by it, every day in our home?
That is the question we ask. Only then do other, let’s
say more objective reasons come into play.”

Robert Steng “Four Beams” - wooden wall sculpture

This selection method naturally leads to a complete
investment by the gallery based on deep relationships.
The artists are supported and advised at all levels of
the creative process. Each instance of cooperation is
designed individually where respect for the artist and
his world takes priority, so that he can give free reign
to his inspiration and searching. Through encouragement and stimulation, Absolute Art Gallery promotes
the development of artists and provides them with
an open window and constant exposure to the public
here and elsewhere.

Renaud Delorme “Portait de Kate Moss” - mixed media

Today Absolute Art Gallery represents: Marc Lagrange, Reinhard Voss, Jacqueline Bozon, Jimmy Nelson,
Bruno Walpoth, Mirjam Abraas, Ronald Dupont, Benoît Trimborn, Andreas Zimmermann, Wim Ricourt,
Nick Gentry, Martin Hollebecq, Zhuang Hong Yi,
Stéphane Halleux, Ditty Ketting, Christine Comyn,
Jeff Kowatch, Martijn Hesseling, Alan Kingsbury, Philippe Desloubières, Renaud Delorme, Robert Steng,
Gerard Mas, Karel Zijlstra, Carlos Mata, Christiaan
Lieverse, Hans De Bruijn, Lu Luo, Jürgen Lingl-Rebetez, Stéphane Cipre, Frieke Janssens, Kiko Miyares
and Willi Siber.

Stéphane Halleux “Représentant Rustines” (photo Muiel Thies)

Four Galleries
Absolute Art Gallery is actually four galleries situated
in three of our country’s leading cities, Knokke, Bruges and Brussels.
Yvan, Yoeri and Miguel De Backer opened their first
gallery in Knokke in 2000, with three known artists,
Christine Comyn, Wim Ricourt and Renaud Delorme.
Soon after, in 2002, a second Absolute Art Gallery
opened its doors in the very heart of the historic centre of Bruges. Every year, an international clientele
flocks to the old medieval city keen on quality discoveries such as those Absolute Art Gallery has to offer.
A third gallery, also located in Knokke, was opened
in 2011. Both premises in Knokke, Kustlaan and
Zeedijk, draw important visitors Summer- as well as
Winter-months. Permanent and solo exhibitions take
place throughout the year.

Marc Lagrange “Tale of A Shadow” - photography

In December 2017 a fourth gallery was launched in
the heart of the capital city of Brussels to cater to an
ever growing international clientele and provide the
artists with a wide and interesting platform.
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Martijn Hesseling - Classroom - collage on plexiglass
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